In this two-part paper the problem to evaluate robustness and strength of chaos in thermomechanically-based Shape Memory Oscillators (SMO) is addressed. In the first part, a theoretical analysis of the main features of the pseudoelastic loops exhibited by the underlying Shape Memory Devices (SMD) is accomplished with the aim to establish a predictive framework for companion numerical investigations. The analysis is based on the evaluation of suitable synthetic indicators of the SMD behavior that can be computed from the model parameters before the computation of SMO actual trajectories, and provide information about the hysteresis loops and their dependence on temperature variations. By means of such indicators, a detailed analysis of the influence of thermomechanical coupling on the rate-dependent mechanical response is presented. It is shown that a careful interpretation of the synthetic indicators permits to obtain a reasonable estimation of the influence of various model parameters on the hysteresis loop area and slopes of the pseudoelastic plateaus, that are the main global aspects influencing the occurrence of chaotic responses. In the second part, the theoretical predictions based on the synthetic indicators will be exploited to interpret the results of a systematic numerical investigation based on an enhanced version of the Method of Wandering Trajectories.
Introduction
The importance of Shape Memory Materials (SMMs) for various dynamical applications (e.g. vibration reduction devices, impact absorbers, actuators) has been pointed out in the literature since several years [Sadaat et al, 2002] , [Seelecke & Muller, 2004] , [Wilson & Wesolowsky, 2005] .
The basic building block of the major part of such applications is the Shape Memory Oscillator (SMO): a system characterized by a Shape Memory Device (SMD) capable to exert a restoring force against the relative displacement of a pair of points of a main structure [Bernardini & Rega, 2010a] . A SMD is composed by a suitable arrangement of SMMs.
While the peculiar thermomechanical behavior of SMMs may be exploited in various ways, many applications are based on the so-called pseudoelastic behavior (Fig. 1 ). This is characterized by hysteresis loops in the forcedisplacement plane without residual displacements after unloading (see Sect. 3).
Figure 1
The asymptotic nonlinear dynamics of pseudoelastic SMOs subject to harmonic mechanical excitation has been studied by various authors employing different constitutive models for the restoring force. For example, Machado et al [2003] and Piccirillo et al [2009] used polynomial non-hysteretic models while Bernardini & Vestroni [2003] , Bernardini & Rega [2005] , Lacarbonara et al [2004] , Lagoudas et al [2004] , Savi et al. [2008] , Cardozo dos Santos & Savi [2009] used various types of thermomechanical internal variables hysteretic models.
One outcome of such works has been the recognition that SMOs may exhibit highly non-regular solutions over a wide range of conditions depending not only on the excitation features, but also on the shape of the hysteresis loop and on the effects of the thermomechanical coupling, namely the temperature variations that SMDs experience during mechanical loading. Systematic studies of such phenomena can be carried out by various numerical methods.
However, since the SMD behavior depends on several aspects, a comprehensive analysis requires the investigation of the effects of a large number of mutually coupled parameters and may become rather tricky.
A very useful support to plan, guide and interpret the results of numerical simulations is offered by the theoretical analysis of the SMD behavior. In view of getting hints on their possible effects on the nonlinear dynamic response of SMOs, a first step towards the theoretical study of the influence of model parameters on the behavior of the underlying SMD has been carried out in Bernardini & Rega [2010a] where the restoring force law is described by the model proposed by Bernardini and Pence [2002] for the SMM and then adapted to SMDs by Preprint to be published in the International Journal of Bifurcation and Chaos Bernardini and Rega [2005] .
In that work the flexibility of the model was exploited to define some synthetic indicators of the SMD behavior that can be computed directly from the model parameters. The indicators quantify the main features of the pseudoelastic loops, namely loop area and slopes of the plateaus, and their analysis permits to obtain a reasonable theoretical prediction of the main features of pseudoelastic behavior (e.g. size and shape of hysteresis loops, entity of temperature variations and thermomechanical coupling) before any actual numerical simulation. As it will be shown in detail in the second part of this work, the above mentioned features are exactly those that influence the occurrence of chaotic responses in SMOs.
While in Bernardini & Rega [2010a] the attention was focused on the two limit conditions of isothermal and adiabatic conditions, in order to better exploit this type of theoretical analysis to predict the SMO dynamic response, it is necessary to complement the information about the limit cases with an evaluation of the influence of the loading rate on the loop features.
In this work a complete analysis of the SMD behavior in terms of synthetic indicators is presented, by taking into account also the effect of the loading rate and of the heat exchange with the environment. After a description of the thermomechanical system governing the SMO dynamics (Sec. 2) and an overview of pseudoelastic behavior and model parameters (Sec. 3), Section 4 presents the synthetic indicators in isothermal and adiabatic conditions. Section 5 presents a detailed analysis of the effect of the various model parameters on the SMD behavior. First, a reference model parameters set is selected as basis for comparison and then the influence of mechanical and thermomechanical parameters is described. Finally, the effect of the heat exchange with the environment, which is basic to understand the effect of the loading rate on the SMD response, is studied, thus providing the necessary information needed to understand how much the actual rate-dependent behaviors differ from the limit cases of isothermal and adiabatic conditions.
The results of this analysis provide a theoretical guide of valuable help in the exploration of the complex dynamical response of SMOs, which will be presented in the second part (Bernardini & Rega [2010b] ) of this work.
Description of the System
In this paper, as a logical continuation of previous works ( [Bernardini & Rega, 2005 , 2010a ), a SMO whose underlying SMD exhibits pseudoelastic behavior (Fig. 2) is studied in a non-dimensional framework.
Figure 2
All variables and model parameters are thus dimensionless. In particular, quantities with the dimensions of a Preprint to be published in the International Journal of Bifurcation and Chaos temperature are normalized with respect to a reference value  ref greater than the final temperature A f of the reverse transformation (RvT, Martensite to Austenite), whereas those with the dimensions of time, length and force are normalized, respectively, to the elastic fundamental period 1/, and to the displacement x Ms and force f Ms at the beginning of the forward transformation (FwT, Austenite to Martensite), at the temperature  ref (Fig. 2) .
The SMO operates in a thermomechanical environment (Fig. 1 ) subject to an harmonic forcing excitation (t) =Fcost and a convective rate of heat exchange Q(t)=h ( e -(t) ), where F and  are the normalized excitation amplitude and frequency, e  the environment nondimensional temperature and h the coefficient of convective heat transfer (Q>0 corresponding to heat flowing out of the system).
At each time t the state of the SMO is described by the vector:
where x(t), v(t), (t) are displacement, velocity and temperature of the device while ξ(t) [0, 1] is an internal variable that describes the internal state (ξ = 0, Austenite; ξ = 1, Martensite) of the SMM.
To model the complex hysteretic behavior of SMMs the state depends not only on the actual value ξ(t) but also on the value ξ 0 (t) of ξ at the beginning of the last process of change of ξ occurred before time t. As discussed in [Bernardini & Rega, 2005 ] the non-dimensional time evolution of the state takes place according to a system of 5 differential equations:
The constitutive functions and Z in system (1) take different expressions depending on the fulfillment of suitable transformation criteria that detect the occurrence of the two phase transformations (Bernardini & Rega [2005] ).
Subscripts F,R indicate respectively the expressions relative to the upper and lower plateaus, that correspond respectively to FwT and RvT: 
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where  F,R are constitutive functions that determine the shape of the upper/lower plateaus and the other quantities are model parameters. The simplest choice (3) for  F,R corresponds to straight plateaus:
The more refined choice 
Taking into account (1) and (2), the system response depends on 7 model parameters (
whose physical meaning is discussed later, besides the excitation amplitude , frequency  and the damping coefficient  of the viscous damper ( Fig. 1) 
Overview of Pseudoelastic Behavior and Model Parameters
The pseudoelastic loops of the SMD are characterized by the values of the four transformation forces f Ms , f Mf , f As , f Af ( Fig. 2 ) that, however, are not fixed material parameters but depend on the actual value of the temperature.
During mechanical loading the temperature of the device changes as a consequence of the occurrence of solid phase transformations at the microscopic scale. As it may be appreciated by looking at the force-temperature diagram of Fig. 2b , such transformations induce heating along the upper plateau and cooling along the lower one.
Preprint to be published in the International Journal of Bifurcation and Chaos The entity of the temperature transformations depends on various aspects: the internal constitution of the material, the heat transferred to the environment and the loading rate. For a given material and environment the temperature variations increase with the velocity of the load and conversely under a very slow loading the behavior approaches the isothermal conditions.
In fact, the behavior of the SMD in dynamical conditions can be understood by thinking of the actual loop as an ideal superposition of a "skeleton" isothermal loop (that would be observed under quasi-static loading, with negligible temperature changes) and its thermally induced modifications entailed by the actual loading rate for the given type of material.
Figure 3
As it will be discussed later, thermal effects consist mainly of two modifications of the loop with respect to the isothermal conditions: an increase of the plateaus slopes and a variation of the loop area, henceforth referred to as thermal hardening and hysteresis reduction/increase, respectively (Fig. 3 , where the latter effect, although not very evident, is present in the faster loop).
As already anticipated, the thermomechanical model used to describe the restoring force of the SMD depends on 7 adimensional parameters ( [Bernardini & Rega, 2005] ):
From their very definition in terms of the dimensional counterparts the following restrictions on their ranges of variation are obtained:
Moreover from constraint (5) induced by the second law of thermodynamics it follows that
(6) The model parameters can be grouped as follows.
The mechanical parameters (q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , ) model the basic features of the device that determine the shape and the size of the pseudoelastic loop that may be observed in isothermal conditions. As discussed in Bernardini and Rega [2010a] In particular it amounts to express q 3 in terms of q 1 and q 2 , as follows
The thermal 
Synthetic Indicators of the SMD Response
As explained in Bernardini & Rega [2010a] , the versatility of the model can be exploited to define some synthetic indicators useful to get information about the response of SMD for a given set of model parameters without explicit computation of trajectories. The idea is to consider two extreme conditions (isothermal and adiabatic) in which it is possible to find simple closed-form expressions for some quantities that describe the size and the shape of the loops and the corresponding temperature variations.
The size of the loop can be quantified by computing the area of the pseudoelastic loop in isothermal conditions at a given, fixed temperature  in terms of the model parameters:
In the case of parallel isothermal plateaus this expression further simplifies to A iso =(J-1)(q 2 -q 1 ). Given the admissible ranges of variation of the parameters, from the latter it is easy to see how the thermodynamical constraint (6) implies that the hysteresis loop area is always positive.
Quantitative information about the shape of the loop can be obtained by computing the force variation associated with the occurrence of the complete transformations in isothermal conditions Preprint to be published in the International Journal of Bifurcation and Chaos
Such parameters are correlated with the slopes of the upper and lower plateaus and, for the sake of simplicity, in the following will be referred to as plateaus slopes. Of course, if the constraint of parallelism of the plateaus is enforced, H F,iso and H R,iso coincide. It is to be remarked that both the isothermal loop area and the plateaus slopes are independent of the particular value of the temperature.
Since J>1 and q 1 ≤1, the upper plateau has positive slope, with the limit case q 1 =1 corresponding to a flat plateau. In turn, given the ranges of values of q 2 and q 3 , the lower plateau has strictly positive slope.
Isothermal conditions are a limit case, while the actual dynamical loops involve temperature variations. In order to characterize the thermal effect it is useful to consider the opposite limit case of adiabatic conditions in which the system cannot exchange heat with the environment thus exhibiting the maximum possible temperature increase.
The advantage of looking at the adiabatic limit case is that, like in the isothermal one, the SMD behavior is rateindependent and it is possible to compute closed-form expressions of the loop area and of the plateaus slopes:
For the sake of simplicity the formula for H R,ad is given for the case of parallel isothermal plateaus (a slightly longer formula applies to the general case). It turns out that adiabatic slopes of the two plateaus may be different even if they are parallel in the isothermal skeleton. We will refer to this thermal effect as plateaus asymmetrization. In particular, since q 1 ≤1≤q 2 and L≥0 the last summand in the outer parenthesis of the expression for H R,ad is negative so that the lack of symmetry in adiabatic conditions involves an upper plateau steeper than the lower one.
Still more information about thermal effects can be gained by computing the values of the temperature reached at the end of the two plateaus (see Fig. 2 ) in adiabatic conditions in a loop starting from and involving complete Forward and Reverse transformations: 
Of course, for a given set, the features of the actual loop will depend on the loading rate (Fig. 3) and the behavior will be neither isothermal nor adiabatic but, in some sense, bounded between these two limit cases (see Sec. 5.3).
To get information on the effect of loading rate, the synthetic indicators can be evaluated also for a basic ratedependent case in which closed form solutions of the heat equation can be obtained. Although the resulting expressions are more complicated (see Bernardini and Rega [2010a] ) they can be interpreted as modifications of those of the basic indicators (9). In Sec. 5.3 they will be used to appreciate the effect of the rate-dependent behavior.
In the second part of the work it will be shown how from the analysis and comparison of the various indicators, a rather detailed picture of the type of loop that could be expected during dynamical simulations can be obtained before actual computation of the trajectories and can help in interpreting the relevant results.
Analysis of the Effect of the Model Parameters on the SMD Response
The effect of the various model parameters on the response of the SMD is investigated first (Sec. 5.1 and 5.2) via the adiabatic and isothermal indicators (9) and then by their non-isothermal counterparts needed to take into account the rate-dependent behavior (Sec. 5.3).
To start the investigation, a set of Reference Model Parameters (RMP) is chosen (Tab. 1). Table 1 where the value of q 3 is constrained to those of q 1 and q 2 according to (8). This set of parameters corresponds to a device with medium-high level of hysteretic dissipation and low isothermal pseudoelastic slope operating within a highly convective environment. The corresponding force-displacement loops for a slower, almost isothermal, and a faster loading have been already shown in Fig. 3 .
The synthetic indicators in Tab. 2 show that the isothermal skeleton loop for RMP is characterized by a hardening close to zero (0.043) and a loop area of 3.89 that turns out to be medium-high relative to its possible Preprint to be published in the International Journal of Bifurcation and Chaos variation over meaningful ranges of the other parameters.
Table 2
Thermal effects in the limit case of adiabatic conditions produce a slight hysteresis reduction (A ad 5.65% less than A iso ) and a considerable thermal hardening (H F,ad eleven times larger than H F,iso ). Moreover there is a slight thermally induced plateaus asymmetrization, with the upper plateau (H F,ad ) being 12% steeper than the lower one (H R,ad ). Note that in the sequel, when referring to the adiabatic conditions, the thermal hardening of the sole upper plateau will be considered because it is the major hardening effect and the asymmetry is generally fairly low.
Influence of mechanical parameters
Let us start by examining the effect of the parameter q 1 . Figure 4 shows the dependence on q 1 of the loop area A and of the upper plateau slope H F (both isothermal and adiabatic) while all other parameters are fixed at the values of the reference set RMP.
Figure 4
An increase of q 1 induces a decrease both of the loop area and the plateaus slopes. In particular for q 1 =1 flat isothermal plateaus are obtained. Moreover, the two lines representing the isothermal and adiabatic force variations H F,iso and H F,ad (Fig. 4b) are almost parallel, which means that q 1 has no direct influence on thermal hardening since it has an essentially mechanical meaning.
A similar analysis for the parameter q 2 shows (Fig. 5 ) that an increase of q 2 yields an increase of the loop area, both isothermal and adiabatic, while it does not affect significantly the plateaus slopes nor the thermal hardening since the lines of H F,iso and H F,ad are (almost) flat and parallel. The influence of the parameter  is shown in Figure 6 . It affects linearly the loop area while the plateau force variations H F are independent of it, hence showing that has no influence on thermal effects.
Figure 6
Preprint to be published in the International Journal of Bifurcation and Chaos Summarizing, as it may be expected, the mechanical parameters q 1 , q 2 do not influence significantly the thermal effects but only the size and the shape (the sole q 1 ) of the isothermal loops. The mechanical parameter  somehow influences the loop area while it does not affect the plateaus slope nor the thermal hardening.
Influence of the parameters J and L
The influence of the thermomechanical parameter J is shown in Figure 7 . While its effect on the loop area is similar to the one of q 2 , the effect on the plateaus slopes is very different since the two isothermal and adiabatic lines are no longer parallel.
Figure 7
In particular, higher values of J amplify the discrepancy between the two conditions and therefore witness the presence of more pronounced thermal effects.
The influence of the thermal parameter L is shown in Figure 8 . As it may be expected, the isothermal and adiabatic curves diverge significantly both for the loop area and, mostly, for the plateau slope. While L does not influence the isothermal area, its increase induces a reduction of the adiabatic one hence a thermal reduction of the hysteresis.
Figure 8
A similar but even more pronounced effect is observed in terms of plateaus slopes. While H F,iso is independent of L, small increases of the parameter yield large increments in the adiabatic slope H F,ad so that the discrepancy between the two cases (thermal hardening) strongly increases.
Influence of the heat transfer to the environment and of the rate-dependent behavior
The discussion of the influence of the heat transfer coefficient h is more complex since it involves rate-dependent behavior. While the limit case h=0 models adiabatic conditions, increasing values of h correspond to environments to which the system may transfer higher heat rates. The SMD exhibits rate-dependent behavior because the amount of heat that actually remains in the system is determined by the balance between the rate h at which heat flows out of the system and the loading rate that governs the heat produced during phase transformations.
To discuss this phenomenology the synthetic indicators are computed by integrating the heat equation (the fourth equation of system (1)) with h≠0 under the assumption that t is variable linearly at a rate a. Since the phase transformations in pseudoelasticity are induced only by mechanical loads, the transformation rate a is correlated with the velocity of the load. Thus, for the sake of simplicity, a is referred to as loading-rate parameter.
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A non-ad , H F,non-ad , H R,non-ad ,  3,non-ad
(10) whose expressions are given in Bernardini and Rega [2010a] , can then be computed for each value of the loading rate and of the heat exchange coefficient.
A first understanding on the rate-dependent behavior can be obtained by discussing the variation of the indicators, at fixed h, with the loading rate a varying over a range of values of interest for dynamical applications that, for example, can be identified with I a =[0.0, 1.0]. The limit case a=0 corresponds to a quasi-static load whereas rates above 0.6 may be considered very fast. In the range of non-zero loading rates there is a critical loading rate a cr (h) that separates two types of behavior.
In the example of Fig. 9 , that refers to RMP, it turns out that a cr (0.08)=0.54 which is a rather fast rate.
Figure 10
Whenever the loading rate is smaller than the critical value a cr the final temperature after a complete non-adiabatic loop 3,non-ad is lower than the initial one  1 (Fig. 10c) . Moreover, increasing a within this range, the loop area becomes greater than the isothermal one and the plateaus slopes quickly grow up to values close to the adiabatic ones with the upper plateau being steeper than the lower one. Hence for a<a cr the system exhibits considerable hysteresis increase as well as thermal hardening.
For a=a cr the final loop temperature equals the initial one (Fig. 10b) , the plateaus are parallel with slope close to the adiabatic one and the loop area is equal to the isothermal one, namely:
Increasing the loading rate above the critical value the final loop temperature  3,non-ad is higher than the initial one  1 (Fig. 10a) , the loop area becomes smaller than the isothermal one and the plateaus slopes stabilize to the adiabatic limit with the lower plateau being the steepest one. This means that for a>a cr the system exhibits hysteresis decrease and thermal hardening.
A qualitatively similar behavior is obtained for different values of h. In particular, higher values of h, corresponding to environments with greater heat exchange capability, yield higher values of a cr hence a Preprint to be published in the International Journal of Bifurcation and Chaos predominance of the thermal hysteresis increase. Conversely, environments with lower heat exchange values yield lower values of a cr and a predominance of the thermal hysteresis reduction.
The effect of the heat transfer coefficient can now be evaluated by looking at the variation of the indicators, at fixed loading rate, with h over a range of physically reasonable values that, for example, can be identified with
Varying h with all other model parameters fixed means considering the same SMD in different environments, each one having its own heat transfer coefficient. The limit case h=0 corresponds to adiabatic conditions whereas, roughly speaking, the highest values of h in I h model environments with very high capability of heat exchange.
Dually to what observed for the dependence of the indicators on a at fixed h, it turns out that, for each loading rate a, there is a critical heat transfer h cr (a) for which the slopes of the two plateaus are equal and the loop area equals the isothermal one so that equalities (11) hold and the temperature at the end of a complete loop equals the initial one. The critical heat transfer too separates two types of behavior.
If the SMD operates at a rate a in environments less convective than the critical value (h<h cr (a)) it is:
namely, the upper plateau is steeper than the lower and the loop area is smaller than the isothermal one. Increasing h within this range, the loop area approaches from below the isothermal one while the plateau slopes remain close to the adiabatic ones.
Conversely, environments more convective than the critical value (h>h cr ) may be called refrigerating relatively to the given loading rate, in the sense that, after a complete pseudoelastic loop, they may be able not only to remove from the system all the heat involved in the phase transformations, as it occurs at the critical value, but also to act as a source of external cooling, thus resulting in  3,non-ad  1 (Fig. 10c ). In the above mentioned dual perspective, this effect is mirrored to that occurring at fixed h for slow loading rates (aa cr ), whose heat amount involved in the transformation (and more) can lengthy flow out to the environment.
Turning back to the h>h cr conditions at fixed a, the lower plateau is steeper than the upper one and the loop area is larger than the isothermal one. Increasing h within this range, the loop area approaches from above the isothermal one while the plateau slopes tend to the isothermal ones, the two values (corresponding to h) being possibly attained in a practically meaningful h-range depending on the considered loading rate.
Figure 11
Fig . 11 shows an example of such a dependence for a very fast loading rate (a=1.0) for which h cr is about 0.15. In Preprint to be published in the International Journal of Bifurcation and Chaos this case the critical value is realized for a highly convective environment (near the upper boundary of I h ) and therefore most values of h are lower than h<h cr : the system exhibits thermal hysteresis decrease and plateaus slopes that are very high and close to the adiabatic limit, namely a strong thermal hardening in the nearly whole h range.
Figure 12
Fig . 12 shows the opposite case of a very slow loading rate (a=0.01) for which h cr is very close to zero. This entails a strong thermal hardening in the neighborhood of the adiabatic conditions, whereas for increasing h the plateau slopes tend to reach the isothermal lower limit. This is due to the fact that the load is so slow that if the environment is convective enough the heat produced in the phase transformations can flow out of the system with a corresponding significant reduction of the temperature variations, thus approaching the limit case of isothermal conditions for the highest h.
Figure 13
Of course, in between the two considered extreme loading rates there is a spectrum of intermediate behaviors. For the sake of illustration Fig. 13 shows the case of a=0.4 that may be considered as a fast load representative of rates often realized in the dynamics of SMOs. With respect to the case a=1.0 the critical value is smaller but definitely larger than zero. In terms of plateaus slopes the behavior is close to the adiabatic one, while in terms of loop area there is thermal hysteresis reduction for h<0.06.
Overall, looking at the whole bunch of dependence diagrams shown in this Section, the following general points can be made as regards the effects of the temperature variations occurring during the phase transformation on the SMD behavior.
(i) The thermally-induced hysteresis reduction (whose maximal manifestation is represented by the decrease of A ad with respect to A iso ) may occur for very fast loading a or within environments with very low heat transfer h. This effect is usually definitely low apart from the cases in which much heat is produced/absorbed during the mechanical loading/unloading (large L values). However, for slower loads or highly convective environments a non-negligible thermally-induced hysteresis increase can occur.
(ii) The thermally-induced hardening (whose maximal manifestation is represented by the increase of H F,ad with respect to H F,iso ) is always meaningful, apart from the combined case of very slow loading a and very large heat transfer h which realizes a nearly isothermal condition. It can become definitely important depending on the values of the purely thermal parameters (considerable heat production/absorption, L, and reduced heat exchange with the environment, h) and, to a minor extent, of the so-called thermo-mechanical parameter J.
Conclusions
The main global features of the SMD behavior that influence the dynamics of SMOs are the loop area (correlated with the dissipated energy) and the slope of the plateaus (correlated with the abrupt stiffness variations with respect to the elastic branch). These two aspects can be estimated directly from model parameters by means of synthetic indicators relative to the isothermal (A iso , H F,iso . H R,iso ) and adiabatic (A ad , H F,ad . H R,ad ) conditions. While the isothermal condition is the limit case in which temperature remains constant hence thermal effects are absent, the adiabatic one is the opposite limit case in which temperature variations are maximal. The comparison of such two extreme cases shows that the general trend of modifications of the hysteresis loop induced by thermal effects with respect to the isothermal skeleton consists of three phenomena: (i) a slight decrease of the loop area (hysteresis decrease), (ii) an increase of the slope of both plateaus (thermal hardening), (iii) a slight asymmetrization of the plateaus with the upper one being steeper.
However the actual conditions to be expected in the dynamics of SMOs are neither adiabatic nor isothermal since the actual temperature variations are determined by the loading rate as well as by the rate of heat transfer to the environment. To obtain a reasonable theoretical prediction of the actual dynamical loops, the effect of the loading rate must be taken into account. To this end, the rate-dependent synthetic indicators (A non-ad , H F,non-ad .
H R,non.ad ) can be computed, making reference to a simple condition in which the heat equation can be solved in closed form. For a given set of model parameters, each indicator is a function of the loading rate parameter a. This function gives a direct description of the rate-dependence of the size and shape of pseudoelastic loops. The analysis of such functions permits to realize how much the actual rate-dependent behavior differs from the two limit cases.
A general indication emerging from the analysis is that the faster are the loads the more the behavior is close to the adiabatic conditions and, conversely, for slower and slower loads the behavior approaches the isothermal conditions. More specifically, it turns out that there is a critical loading rate a cr that separates two types of behavior.
For loads faster than a cr the actual rate-dependent behavior is bounded between the two extreme conditions both in terms of loop area and of plateau slopes, namely thermal effects produce the same type of modifications observed in the adiabatic versus isothermal conditions (hysteresis decrease, thermal hardening, asymmetrization with steeper upper plateau). On the other hand, for loads slower than a cr the rate-dependent behavior is bounded between the two extreme conditions only in terms of plateau slopes, while the loop area is greater than the isothermal one (hysteresis increase) and an asymmetrization opposite to the one exhibited in adiabatic conditions occurs (steeper lower plateaus).
Preprint to be published in the International Journal of Bifurcation and Chaos In order to obtain a theoretical prediction of the size and shape of the loop in dynamic conditions, for a given set of model parameters, it is necessary to estimate a range of loading rates of interest and to compute representative values of the rate-dependent indicators A non-ad (a), H F,non-ad (a), H R,non.ad (a) , for example their averages over the range.
This will be accomplished in the second part of this work (Bernardini and Rega [2010b] ) in the framework of a systematic numerical investigation of the robustness and strength of chaotic solutions in SMOs, whose results will be interpreted against the theoretical predictions ensuing just from the application of a simple procedure for the estimation of the actual size and shape of non-isothermal, non-adiabatic loops in dynamic conditions. 
